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QUESTION 21 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series 
contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one 
correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions 
will not appear in the review screen. 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that connects to the Internet. The integrated system uses an 
Enterprise Agreement (EA) for licensing. 
You are creating an Azure Resource Manager template to generate a marketplace item for a virtual machine that runs 
Windows Server 2019 Datacenter and a custom application. 
You need to ensure that Windows Server is licensed by using the bring-your-own-license model. 
Solution: You remove the licenseType section from the Azure Resource Manager template. 
Does this meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-windows-server-faq?view=azs-
2008&tabs=az1%2Caz2 
 
QUESTION 22 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series 
contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one 
correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions 
will not appear in the review screen. 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that connects to the Internet. 
You need to update the Azure Event Hubs service. 
Solution: From an internet-connected computer, you run the Update-AzureRmManagementGroup cmdlet. 
Does this meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
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QUESTION 23 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series 
contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one 
correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions 
will not appear in the review screen. 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that connects to the Internet. 
You need to update the Azure Event Hubs service. 
Solution: From a privileged endpoint (PEP) session, you run the Install-AzsUpdate cmdlet. 
Does this meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-update-monitor?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 24 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series 
contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one 
correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions 
will not appear in the review screen. 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that connects to the Internet. 
You need to update the Azure Event Hubs service. 
Solution: From the Updates blade of the administrator portal, you select the latest update in the infrastructure section. 
Does this meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/resource-provider-apply-updates?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 25 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system and an offer to which users can subscribe. 
You need to prevent users and operators from creating new user subscriptions based on the offer without affecting the 
existing user subscriptions. 
What should you do? 
 

A. Change the offer state to Private. 

B. Change the offer state to Decommissioned. 

C. Change the offer state to Public. 

D. Delete the offer and create a new private offer. 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-create-offer?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 26 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series 
contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one 
correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions 
will not appear in the review screen. 
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You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that connects to the Internet. The integrated system uses an 
Enterprise Agreement (EA) for licensing. 
You are creating an Azure Resource Manager template to generate a marketplace item for a virtual machine that runs 
Windows Server 2019 Datacenter and a custom application. 
You need to ensure that Windows Server is licensed by using the bring-your-own-license model. 
Solution: You add licenseType: None to the Azure Resource Manager template. 
Does this meet the goal? 
 

A. Yes 

B. No 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-windows-server-faq?view=azs-
2008&tabs=az1%2Caz2 
 
QUESTION 27 
In which three situations should you update the registration of an Azure Stack Hub integrated system? Each correct 
answer presents a complete solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. when you add or remove nodes for capacity-based billing 

B. when you change the billing model 

C. when you add or remove nodes for consumption-based billing 

D. when you renew an annual capacity subscription 

E. when you enable Azure Stack Hub for multitenancy 

F. when you update the Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) home directory 

 
Answer: ABD 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-registration?view=azs-
2008&tabs=az1%2Caz2%2Caz3%2Caz4&pivots=state-connected#renew-or-change-registration 
 
QUESTION 28 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that has the following configurations: 
- A deployment prefix of AzS 

- A physical prefix of AzP 

You need to renew the certificates for the integrated system. 
To which virtual machine should you establish a PowerShell session? 
 

A. AzS-CA01 

B. AzP-S1-N01 

C. AzP-DC01 

D. AzS-ERCS02 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/asdk/asdk-architecture?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 29 
You plan to deploy an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that will connect to the Internet. 
You need to define the public VIP pool. 
What is the smallest subnet mask that you can use for the public VIP pool? 
 

A. /22 

B. /25 
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C. /26 

D. /27 

 
Answer: C 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-network?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 30 
Your company is a Cloud Solution Provider (CSP). 
You are planning the deployment of a multitenant Azure Stack Hub integrated system that will host internal company 
workloads and customer workloads. 
You need to register the integrated system. 
Which type of Azure subscription should you use for the registration? 
 

A. Azure Partner Shared Services (APSS) 

B. Enterprise Agreement (EA) 

C. Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) 

D. CSP 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-add-manage-billing-as-a-csp?view=azs- 
 
QUESTION 31 
You plan to deploy an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that will connect to the internet. 
You are planning the network design. You plan the address space for the public VIP network and the private network. 
Which three additional networks are required for the Azure Stack Hub deployment? Each correct answer presents part 
of the solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. a switch infrastructure network 

B. a DNS network 

C. a storage network 

D. a hypervisor network 

E. a BMC network 

F. an infrastructure network 

 
Answer: AEF 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-network?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 32 
You plan to deploy an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that will use an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) identity 
provider. 
You obtain certificates for the deployment. 
You need to ensure that the certificates meet the prerequisites for Azure Stack Hub. 
Which PowerShell cmdlet should you run? 
 

A. Invoke-AzsHubDeploymentCertificateValidation 

B. Test-Certificate 

C. ConvertTo-AzsPFX 

D. Get-PfxCertificate 

E. New-AzsHubDeploymentCertificateSigningRequest 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-validate-pki-certs?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 33 
You have a multitenant Azure Stack Hub integrated system for a Cloud Solution Provider (CSP). The integrated system 
is used by several customers. 
You hire a new support technician to help manage the integrated system. 
You need to configure access for the support technician. The solution must meet the following requirements: 
- The technician must be prevented from accessing customer resources. 

- The technician must be able to monitor the status of infrastructure backups. 

- The technician must be able to create and manage plans, offers, and quotas. 

Which built-in role should you assign to the support technician? 
 

A. Reader 

B. Owner 

C. Use Access Administrator 

D. Contributor 

E. Backup Operator 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-manage-permissions?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 34 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 
You need to give a new operator access to the privileged endpoint (PEP) as soon as possible. 
Which two actions should you perform?Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. Run the New-CloudAdminUser cmdlet. 

B. Run the New-AzureADUser cmdlet. 

C. Connect to the PEP. 

D. Connect to and unlock the PEP. 

E. Connect to the administrator management endpoint. 

 
Answer: AC 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-privileged-endpoint?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 35 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 
You are an operator, and you have read access to a user subscription named Fabrikam1. 
Users in Fabrikam1 request help creating a custom role-based access control (RBAC) role based on an existing built-in 
Azure role. 
You connect to the Azure subscription, create the respective role definition, and save the role definition as a JSON file. 
Which three actions should you perform to create the custom role?Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. Request owner access to the user subscription. 

B. Modify the custom role definition to include the target subscription ID as an AssignableScope, set 
the IsCustom field to true, and set Id to Null. 

C. Connect to the administrator management endpoint and run the New-AzureRmRoleDefinition 
cmdlet. 

D. Connect to the user management endpoint and run the 
New-AzureRmRoleDefinition cmdlet. 

E. Modify the custom role definition to include the target default provider subscription ID as an 
AssignableScope, set the IsCustom field to true, and set Id to Null. 
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Answer: ABD 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/tutorial-custom-role-powershell 
 
QUESTION 36 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 
You perform infrastructure backups twice daily. 
User workloads are protected by using Azure Site Recovery. 
The architect of the user workloads is planning a business continuity disaster recovery (BCDR) strategy. 
You need to recommend to the architect which resources to include in the BCDR strategy. 
Which two resources should you recommend?Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. Azure Key Vault secrets 

B. plans, quotas, and offers 

C. role-based access control (RBAC) permissions and roles 

D. user subscriptions 

E. Azure Resource Manager templates for resources used by Azure Stack Hub virtual machines 

F. Azure Site Recovery workloads 

 
Answer: EF 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/hybrid/azure-stack-vm-dr 
 
QUESTION 37 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system that was recently moved to a new datacenter and powered on. 
You need to verify whether the infrastructure components are fully operational. 
Which three actions should you perform?Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. Run the Start-AzureStack cmdlet 

B. Run the Test-AzureStack cmdlet 

C. Connect to the privileged endpoint (PEP) 

D. Connect to the administrator portal 

E. Run the Get-AzureStackStampInformation cmdlet 

 
Answer: ABC 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-diagnostic-test?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 38 
You and a Microsoft Support Engineer are troubleshooting an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 
The security team at your company requires an audit trail whenever management actions are performed on the 
integrated system. 
You unlock the privileged endpoint (PEP) and perform several troubleshooting tasks that resolve the issue. 
Which cmdlet should you run next? 
 

A. Invoke-AzureStackOnDemandLog 

B. Close-PrivilegedEndpoint 

C. Get-AzureStackLog 

D. Exit-PSSession 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-privileged-endpoint?view=azs-2008 
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QUESTION 39 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 
A scale unit node has a hardware failure. 
You replace the physical server based on the field replacement unit (FRU) documentation of the OEM hardware 
vendor. 
You need to reintroduce the node to the scale unit. 
Which PowerShell cmdlet should you run? 
 

A. Enable-AzsScaleUnitNode 

B. Repair-AzsScaleUnitNode 

C. Start-AzsScaleUnitNode 

D. Restart-AzsInfrastructureRole 

E. Add-AzsScaleUnitNode 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-node-actions?view=azs-2008&tabs=az1#repair 
 
QUESTION 40 
Which three components are required to configure an Azure Stack Hub infrastructure backup?Each correct answer 
presents part of the solution. 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

A. an SMB file share in the trusted network perimeter 

B. credentials that have write access to storage 

C. an Azure Blob storage account 

D. an encryption certificate 

E. an SMB file share in Azure 

 
Answer: ABD 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-backup-reference?view=azs-2008 
 
QUESTION 41 
You have an Azure Stack Hub integrated system. 
The retention period for storage accounts is set to 10 days. 
In a user subscription, a user deletes a virtual machine that has four 500-GB unmanaged disks attached. 
How will the storage be reclaimed? 
 

A. The deleted storage can be reclaimed immediately by using the administrator portal. 

B. The deleted storage can be reclaimed immediately by using the user portal. 

C. The deleted storage can be reclaimed only after 10 days. 

D. The deleted storage will be reclaimed automatically in 10 hours. 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/operator/azure-stack-manage-storage-accounts?view=azs- 
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